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1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
A primary objective of h i s  research was to develop an accurate numerical model for CuInSe, 
(CIS) and CdTe based solar cells capable of running on a personal computer. Such a model will 
aid researchers in the design and analysis of CIS and CdTe based solar cells. ADEPT (A Device 
Emulation Program and Tool) was used as the basis for this model. An additional objective of this 
research was to use the models developed here to analyze the performance of existing and proposed 
CIS and CdTe based solar cells. 
The development of accurate numerical models for CIS and CdTe based solar cells required 
the compilation of cell performance data (for use in model verification) and the compilation of 
measurements of material parameters. Each of these is an ongoing task, so that the models can 
reflect the best available information. The first year of this project focused primarily on these tasks. 
The results of the initial compilation of information is available in [I]. 
The development of the numerical models involved implementing the various physical models 
appropriate to CIS and CdTe, as well as some common window materials. Many parameters needed 
in these models are not well known, and therefore the numerical model must be used to determine 
reasonable choices and the choice of these parameters must be periodically examined as new 
information (i.e. cell and material measurements) is made available. In addition, a version of the 
model capable of running on a IBM compatible personal computer was developed (primary code 
development is on a SUN workstation) so that the model can be more widely distributed. Finally, 
a user friendly interface with pop-up menus is continuing to be developed for release with the IBM 
compatible model. 
1.2 Outline of Report 
Chapter 2 of this report gives an overview of the general device simulation model, ADEPT 
with emphasis on those aspects of the code relevant to CIS and CdTe based solar cells. Chapter 3 
gives a summary of results to date as well as recommendations for future work. Appendices A, B, 
and C are copies of papers detailing some of the results of this research [2-41. These papers were 
presented at the 22nd TEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada during 
October 1991 and will appear in the proceedings of this conference. In Appendix D, the user's guide 
for ADEPTF (ID Fortran version) for IBM compatibles is included. 

2 ADEPT 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this cha$ter is to give potential users of the numerical model developed during 
this contract (ADEPTIlD for CIS & CdTe Solar Cells) a basic understanding of the model and its 
basis. 
ADEPT is being developed to be a general purpose computer model capable of modeling a 
wide variety of devices and materials in one, two, or three spatial dimensions. It can be modified 
by an experienced user to include new material models and new device analyses - thus making it a 
flexible and convenient research tool. The emphasis here will be on aspects of the numerical model 
that are of'signific$nce to modeling CIS and CdTe based solar cells in one-dimension. Many of 
these features are also described in [ 5 ] .  
2.2 Basic Formulation 
Both CIS and CdTe based solar cells have basically one-dimensional structures. Thus, a 1D 
model (which can be run on a PC) is sufficient to model these cells. Detailed investigation of grain 
boundary effects, however, will necessitate the use of 2D and/or 3D models. These issues will be 
addressed in future work. 
The operation of many semiconductor devices, including CIS and CdTe solar cells, can be 
described by the solution of the three semiconductor equations - Poisson's equation and the hole 
& electron continuity equations. These three coupled nonlinear partial differential equations are 
shown below for steady-state, isothermal conditions. 
d -. 
V * D = p  
In the above equations, 5 is the displacement field. p  is the charge density. ?, & 7, are the current 
densities, G is the generation rate, and R is the recombination rate. The unknowns that are to be 
solved for are the electrostatic potential, V, and the hole & electron carrier concentrations, p & n .  
The unknowns appear explicitly in the following auxiliary equations. 
o"=&*iv 
Here, E is the position dependent electric permittivity of the semiconductor, is the electric field, 
N is the non-mobile trapped charge, p, & p,, and D, & D, are the mobilities and diffusion coefficients 
of holes Bi: electrons, respectively, and V, & V, are the so-called band parameters. 
It should be noted that the solution of these equations describe all aspects of device operation 
from contact to contact (assuming that the pertinent physics has been properly modeled). Thus, 
effects such as collection losses due to back diffusion and junction recombination are automatically 
accounted for. 
ADEPT'S versatility stems from the fact that this basic formulation will apply to almost any 
semicondt~ctor material. The specific physical properties of the semiconductor are contained in the 
following terms: e. N, CL,, p,,, D,, D,, V, V,, and G , and R . Therefore, to model a specific material, 
one must clevelop appropriate models for these parameters. 
Some of these (E, p,, A, D,, and D,) can be inferred directly from appropriate measurements. 
At present, no explicit field, temperature, or carrier density dependencies for the preceding 
parameters are modeled in ADEPT. However, the user does have direct access to these parameters 
and can include these dependencies in an ad hoc manner. Also, such dependencies will be included 
explicitly in future releases. 
The others parameters are mare complicated and will be discussed further in the following 
subsections. 
The band parameters are terms which account for position dependent electron affinity, 
position dependent bandgap, position dependent conduction band and valence band 
densities-of-state, and Fermi-Dirac statistics. In is these terms that make it possible for ADEPT 
to m
de
l heterostructures. This is necessary when modeling CIS and CdTe based solar cells 
since these devices are typically fabricated with wide bandgap window layers such as CdS. 
Values for the electron affinity, X ,  the bandgap, EG, and the conduction and valence band 
densities-of-state, Nc and Nv, must be provided to ADEPT. Unfortunately, there is some 
uncertainty as to the coqict values of these parameters in CIS, CdTe, and CdS, and the user 
must carefully choose appropriate values. 
The non-mobile trapped charge, N, is used to model rnidgap defects that arise due to an 
imperfect crystal structure andfor impurities. ADEPT supports a number of possible defect types 
(see 151). The simplest approach is to set a fixed amount of trapped charge so that the observed 
majority carrier concentration is created. This has been the initial approach in our modeling of 
CIS and CdTe based solar cells. However, there are a number of known defect levels that are 
thought to control the self doping of these materials, and ADEPT can be used to investigate 
these defects. 
In order to model these levels, it is necessary to know their concentration, their capture 
coefficients, their location (in energy), and theircharacter(i.e. donor-like, acceptor-like, multiply 
ionized, etc.). Thus far, no specific recommendations as to the proper choice of this parameters 
can be made. This is left to future investigations. 
The defects discussed in the previous section can all act as recombination sites and models 
for recombination via each of these defects have been implemented in ADEPT. However, as 
stated before, no specific recommendations can as yet be made as to the proper model to use. 
Our initial approach has been to model recombination as a simple Shockley-Hall-Read process 
by specifying appropriate carrier lifetimes. This simple approach has helped in developing a 
basic understanding of cell operation, but a more rigorous approach will be necessary in order 
to develop a complete picture of CIS and CdTe based solar cell performance. 
ADEPT can also model other basic recombination mechanisms, such as direct 
band-to-band recombination and Auger recombination, so long as appropriate values of the 
respective coefficients are known. 
While there are other potential sources of carrier generation (i.e. impact ionization), in 
solar c:eUs the most impqrtant source of carrier generation is optical generation. Models for 
optical. absorption in CIS, CdTe, and CdS have been developed and ADEPT can model the 
optical. generation of carriers due to a variety of incident solar spectra. Effects such as reflection, 
light trapping, and grid shadowing can be modeled as well. 
2.3 Numerical Solution 
As was seen in the previous section, the operation of a solar cell can be described by the 
solution of three coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. These equations cannot be solved 
analytically, except under specific simplified conditions. It is therefore necessary to resort to a 
numerical solution. 
The first step in obtaining a numerical solution is to discretize the differential equations to 
obtain difference equations. In ADEPT, this is accomplished by defining a mesh on which, at each 
node, the differential equations are discretized. Thus, three difference equations are obtained at 
each node, resulting a set of 3N coupled nonlinear difference equations, where N is the number of 
nodes in the mesh. Typically, from 200 to 250 nodes are used. ADEPT can automatically create 
this mesh. This is accomplished by examining the approximations that were used to discretize the 
equations and selecting node positions such that the restrictions imposed by these approximations 
are satisfied. 
This nonlinear set of equations can be represented as follows. 
---- 
F ( p , n , V ) = O  
where p, z, and are vectors of the unknowns evaluated at each node. 
A generalization of Newton's method is then used to obtain a solution. This is shown below 
for the (k+ 1)" Newton iteration. 
Here is the combined vector of length 3N containing p, ii, and p. The iteration continues until 
the correction vector is small enough to neglect. This typically occurs in fewer than 10 Newton 
iterations. The Jacobi mamx; J ~ ,  is obtained by taking the partial derivative of each difference 
equation at each node with respect to each unknown on the entire mesh, creating a 3N by 3N mamx. 
Therefore, each Newton iteration requires the solution of a mamx equation of order 3N. Fortunately, 
the Jacobi mamx is sparse and banded. In one-dimension, the bandwidth is typically nine. A special 
numerical algorithm for solving banded matrix equations is used, and can be run quite easily on a 
personal computer. 
2.4 Device Analyses 
Any experiment that can be performedin the laboratory can be simulated as well. This permits 
model verification and provides feedback for researchers in interpreting the experiments. 
Confidence in the model is merited if a single set of model parameters fits a wide range of 
experiments, such as light IV, dark IV, spectral response, and photoconductivity, to name a few. 
ADEPT is set up to make the addition of new analyses quick and easy. 
Simulation also offers the researcher the ability to appear inside the &vice and observe the 
behavior of the internal parameters directly. This ability provides an intuition which is difficult to 
attain in any other way. Loss mechanisms can be observed directly and design changes can be tested 
in advance. ADEPT provides access to each internal parameter so that they can be manipulated and 
examined by the user. 

3 Summary and Recommendations 
A one-dimensional simulation code, ADEPT, has been developed for the simulation of CIS 
and CdTe based solar cells has been developed. This code runs on IBM compatible personal 
computers, as well as Sun workstations. Simple models for carrier generation, recombination, and 
transport have been developed. ADEPT has been used to examine &sign constraints for CIS and 
CdTe based solar cells. However, these materials are still not well understood and additional work 
is needed to develop better physical models for implementation into ADEPT. For example, the role 
of defects in determining material type, as well as their role in recombination and transport, must 
be more carefully examined. 
Futute work will involve updating model parameters and developing new physical models 
for implementation into ADEPT. Updated releases of ADEPT for CIS and CdTe based solar cells, 
for use on IBM compatible personal computers, will be made available to photovoltaic researchers. 
In addition, ADEPT will be utilized to analyze existing devices, make design recommendations, 
and make performance predictions. 
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presented at and appears in the conference Record of the Twenty-Second IEEE Photovoltaic 
Specialists Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada, October 1991. 
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Pllrdm Ummlty  
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This p c ~  describes ADEPT (A Devia Emulation Rogruu 
nd f i b o x ) .  a n u m u i d  airnulation code for modclinp a o l u  
ails can red af r vuiery of remicaductor mmida m om, 
na and t& spad.) dimensions. Materid mDdclr for ailicon. 
GaAa. AlGaAs, CulnSe2, CdTe, CdS, md thin film Si:H 
have been implcmtntcd. Onedimensional a i m u ~ o n s  CUI be 
nm w i l y  in a personal computer environmentand recent 
advanas in sparse maaix solvers makes it possible to run 2D 
simulations on small w ~ t a c i o n z .  
The photovoluic community hrs demonsrntul md 
propooed a wide variety of rolar Eell m u c m s  using a wide 
range of photovoluic semiconductor materials. Numerical 
mobling -has prwcd to be r valuabk m l  in u-g the 
oDcmion of these deviar. There arc several numerical aolu 
i l l  simulation programs in use. In particular, from Purdue 
there an TFSSP, SCAPID, SCAPZD, PUPHS, and 
PUPHSZD. These have been used to model a number of solar 
cells - thin-film Si:H. CdS/US, CdS/CdTe. Si, Gc, & GaAs 
cells in one spatial dimension and high efficiency Si and GaAs 
solar cells in two-dimensions. 
One-dinsional rimulrtions arc usually adequate for 
conventional georneoy solar cells, especially at low aolar 
intensities and for semiconductor materials that arc not well 
characterized. At high intensities. 2D effects can become 
imponant even in coknrional geomeoy rolar cells d many 
hi& efficiencv cell desinns rwuire 2D simulations or even 3D 
simulations. ' h e  indgitru& back contact solar cell is 
exlwple of a 2D geomcuy and the point contact solx cell is an 
uumpk of an inhertntly 3D geomerry. 
While the basic approach to modeling any of these 
devices is esscnrially the same, special purpose codes have 
typically b a n  developed for each mattrid. This usually makes 
modif~cation tedious since many different codes must be 
UpdatedMdusled 
ADEPT (A Devia Emulation P r o w  and Tqolbox) 
h.E been developed to address this problem by unifylnl the 
common components of all these codes. In addition. ADEPT 
is being developed IO be r tool to examine novel materials and 
device smlcams. 
C l i 2 9 5 3 - 8 / 9 1 ~ 3 6  51.00 C 1991 IEEE 
Numeriul modeling of solar a l l5  an k divided into 
dxpirBalyacepori# 
ADEPT tms been developed so thu r rmdificatim in my one 
UteOory htt lialt. if my, affect on the orha a~cglYriCs. This 
ia r unique funtrr of ADEPT and accounu f a  iu flexibility. 
u well u for its ability to be customized for a 
appliation. En& of thew c a ~ e p r k r  will k nddrcs& a- 
ndually below. olher paperr prumted in thc pmcahp of 
this cducnce give rrrulo of solar cell arrrlysb pdng ADEFT 
11-31. 
ADFPT 
ADEPT has been developed to be a flexible rtrtarch 
tool for the design md analysis of solar cells. It is written in C 
md C++. The code is derigned so thu new material models 
cm be easily and quickly incorporated. A vuiery of analyses 
arc available. Ther  include illumWocd N churnaisric, dark 
N, md spec& re onre. Other malyres an be .dded. with 
minimal e f f a  ZEPT is also designed for mulmurn 
-biiilY. AY-- uly cod~grrrcd versions have been run o n m I B M  , a h 4 a c I X c i , r S U N w o t ~ o n , m d r  
mini. Fume lw include implementation on a M 
MP1116 (16,3!4 
3E 
prrallel processors. 1.3 GRops) md a b y  
YMPZ NaMally, bcre afe -D &ted with mdkr 
and dower environments. 
The performance of solar cells a n  be modeled quite 
rccuratcly by thnc nonlinur panial differential qmtions  
commonly known as the ~auconductor equations. T h u e  
equations arc based on r drift-diffusion description of curia 
Wrirren in this form. all the matairf dependent physicr is 
rtiegoted to rtlrrively few ems: tbe gcnaation rue mmr. Gp 
r a d G n : t h e r a ~ ~ o n n t e ~ R p a n d ~ ; t b e a a p p c d  
chugc conar~mtion. N; the dielecuic consunk e/%; the 
d e r  mobilities. &ip aad k; Md tbe band pmnrs- Vp md 
V,. m e  numerical solution can then be based s&dy on this 
form and is complerely independent of the specific 
pboarvoltaic mlmialr baing modeled 
Every moerial model must supply the wme buic  
inforrmtion to the solver. Thore ue the tums e, N. Gp, Rp, 
Gn, Rn. pp. fill. Vp, md Vn above. N accounts for aapped 
charge (donm, amptors. and other d g a p  charge). G is the 
gcmxabn rate (optical generation, impan ianirarinn), R is the 
recombination rate ( rdhive .  Auger. SHR. tad sc~rer. etc). p 
is rhe mobility t:fieid dependency am be included). and Vp and 
Vn arc the banrl paramea which can account f a  degeneracy 
and a nonunifcm band smcture. New models (for recom- 
bination or baldgap narrowing. for example) can easily be 
insmed 
Specific mattrial models which have already been 
included art: 
CIS (CuJnSe2) 
CdIb 
CdS 
A neric muuial model is also available f a  which the user 
d e L s  he ~c p p m i a  of bariaL NW models can 
be d y  added as WCIL 
A key bnrrc of ADEPT is i o  abiw model davbs in 
an arbimry number of spatial dimensions cbnsaained +y. by 
the comuudnn wwa available. This was done bv dlvldm~ 
each ID; 2D.-& 3D domnin into eiemtne and difinin chi 
amibutes of the ele-t in a manner independent d the 
number of mrtial dimensions. BY &inn so. all mamial 
models and dLcretizadon schanes &n be r;bd independently 
of the dimensianality of the problem Some benefits of thir. 
for example. arc  thu r single rndysis routine (say. m 
i l l ~ I V ) ~ m d r e m i c O n d ~ m a P M t m o d t l c a n b e ~  
f a  ID. 2D. u well u 3D huladon& 
ADEPT disclcaocs the Irmicaducm equr t iw al r 
mesh. l i n e r  ham, and solves far thc unhrownr r 
gmraliosd Neamon method. Each Ncwtoa ifmaon rsqtmw 
t h e s o l u a o n d r m a u i x ~ o n ~ a d e r i s t b r a t i n w t h o  
nlrmber of nodes in the dioathuion nuh. In ID. drir laraix 
eqorcion an k solved quickly using r mndud banded rmair 
solver - even on r PC. In 2D and 3D. however. ths stmagc 
r c q u i m m e  kcome quite kgc and it u necesssy to d v c  
the luge spure m a i x  equations m g  sparse matrix 
lechni uu. We have used r sparse matrix softwan p d g e ,  NSPCB, * veloped at the University of ~cxm-Aurtin. A 
r p ~ m r a i x m e t h o d f r o n r t t r i r ~ e e . ~ C b o l e r i c y  
m o m ~ t t h m r m ; d r r d d k s t i r i n d e d m a u i x s o l ~ b y r  
frctor 10 in both CPU ti= md mcmoy requiremeno. This 
should make 2D simulation possible on 386 md 486 IBM 
complribk personal compuen. 'hxhmsianrl rimul.doar 
are now run mrinely on a Sun41 10. 
ADEPT h u  been Mincn so that different mraix 
rdvarca~~beusedandcom~dFQinmna.somewak 
is being done at M u e  oa rpplylng p d e l  computing 
algorithms (using the Mum) to the d c e a  arising tmm 
rok d simulation 
Simulation of specific taminal characaerirtics is the 
main objective of any device simularor. ADEPT has the 
capability of producing a dark IV. a typical solat cell analysis 
under a specified solar specrmm. and spectral responre. 
Because of the modularity of ADEPT. n m  analyses can be 
Transient and d s i g d  
A powerful feature of numerical simulation is the 
ability to examine thc roarial dmmdam of urv model in& 
pan&ter.suchastheiecanbk;rriaa~gchrates.tbe 
olecuic field the curxent densides. the crrria conccnuatiolu. 
etc. These examinations ottcn lead to insights into device 
perf~lhruartdifAcultu,rbeiveinrnyahawry.  
This is the component which is necessarily the mwt 
machine dependent A portable batch processor developed in 
ADEPT handles both input and output Output (inrtnul 
, . parameten. mminal char;meristico. etc.) is in r tabular f a m  
consistent with many plotting packages. Custom user 
interfaces fa popular environments (PC. Mac. SUN) arc 
presently being crcaced 
A fkxib& numerid simul.rion p r o w  for tbe 
modeling al rdP oU1 in are-. op. rad rhrst-dimcadanr 
~ ~ e t n d c v c k p e d ~ y s p a c i f t c # m i c o o d u c ~ ~ o a k l  
modet hvt ktll imp+cnred u yell ur w definable 
m W  model. Two-dm?znriolul rrmul.ooas can k  nu^ 
rourirrlyoarmrll-cnr. 
Tair woak anr made possible. in p u t  by the S o h  
~ a w  ~mcazch M m a  Mdcr Subamorct Number XNO 
10013- I. by Srndia National ~~s under Document 
N e  12-6374. rad by tht lndiruu B h  
radTechndogy CaporPdoe 
N d d  (11 Steven M Durbii and Jefiry L G m a  
Modelin cd Photon Recycling in Higb n c ~ M  
s o l p & ~ u . d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h o ~ s p o d . l i l o ~  
ace, Lu Vegas Nevda, (hmbcr, 1991. 
(21 R J. S c h w a  J. L. G n y ,  and Y. J. Lee, "Design 
Considerations for Thin Film CIS and other Poly- 
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Pborovolmic Specutint C o n f u ~  LuVegas Nevada, 
October. 1991. 
[3] Youn Jung Lee md Jeff L. Gray, Wumericd 
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Youn Jung h e  and Je&ry L Gray 
W e  based solar cells art candidates for inexpensive 
and relatively efficient solar cells. Efficiencies of as high as 
13.4% have been quxted for these cells. In arda to evduate 
the uotential of these cells. numerical modeling is donned  to 
mdyze tbe factors that l k t  cell puformanc< ilk purpose of 
this paper is to model the effects of the pertinent material 
parameters on predicted cell performance so that a better 
understanding of the material characteristics can be achieved 
Numerical modeling is performed to &cumhe a set of material 
parameters consistent with measured cell performance. These 
parameters can then be used to make realistic performance 
projections. 
CGTe is a promising material for solar cells. In order to 
produce an inexpensive and very efficient CdTe based solar 
cells, it is necessary to understand the processes which limit 
performance. This can be carried out by numerically modeling 
tbe CdTe solar cells and comparing the ou ut with mta~ured 
siar cell perfomances. m e  basic musJParameDcT values 
were gathered from a numerous published l i m m s  and the 
dependence of solar cell performance on tbeoe parametas is 
nought. 
In this paper. a 1D numerical solar cell simulation 
gram is used to analyze the operation of these devices. Y- CXT~ ir not a well chamctcri~ed mamid, the purpose of 
this papa is to model the effects of the pcmnent material 
parameters on predicted cell performance so that a better 
understanding of the material characteristics can be achieved. 
APPROACH 
An extenrive review of the literature has been 
perforad to tnbulate both measured a l l  performance and 
material parameters. Table 1 lists the masured perfamrana 
characteristics of CdTe based solar cells as reported in the 
limarrPe. Table 2 luo CGTe material paramten as reponed in 
the litemme. 
A nerd purpose numerical solar cell simulation 
program Eveloped at ~ u e  was used to perform this 
ammeter study. ADEPT ( A Device Emulation Program and ! oolbox) solves the three cwuled nonlinear semiconductor 
equations on a discrete gnd. &m this solution. the terminal 
characteristics of the solar cell can be computed. In addition, 
internal p w t e r s  such as spadal recombination rate, can be 
examinedindetail. 
Sina there is a wide range of values ltparred far many 
of the material characteristic parameters, sometimes 
contradictorv. it was necessary to model the effect of a number 
of paramet& on cell perfonkce and compare the predicted 
~erformances with the measured results. In the uaper we . -  
examine the effects of inuinsic carrier concenuation. 
conduction band offset. interface recombination velocity, and 
curier mobility on urcdicted cell performance. The ultimate 
oal is to dete;mine a unique set -of material pararnetm for 
b e  which l m n e l y  p d x t  cell pcrftaumce. 
DISCUSSION 
The basic sauctrnt of CdSCdTe solar cell used f a  this 
prnmeter study was taken fmm ref~mcc 131. 
The simulation can id  out using the cited values of 
effective density of states predicted unrealistically high open 
circuit volrage. Theoe values of effective density of states also 
Lead to a significantly smaller value of ni than that listed in 
Table 2. 
In order to bring the simulated e l l  perform~ce near 
the experimental results, the effective density of states of 
amduction band had to be raid. It was found that Nc r h ~ l d  
be at least 9.0~18 cm-3- In fact, h i s  a p s  well with the value 
of Nc determined from the ratio of effective rmscs. i.e.. 
Ihc value of NC from above equation was 9 . F  18 cm-3. Ihc 
effect of Nc, and hence ni, on the open clrcuit voltage in 
nhown in Figure 1. 
C ~ 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 1 1 5 1  $1.00 0 1991 IEEE 
Table 1 SurveyofIUawxed~eCello 
The e k a o n  &inky, X. of CdTe is genenlly taken ro 
be slightly smeller than that of CdS (4.3eV). its exact value an 
have an infiuencc On predicted a l l  performance. A numba of 
simulnm~om were pcrfmmcd c h & n g  only the ckmm affinity 
of the CdTe. The results show that thc open circuit voio 
decreased slightly with increasing electron nfiinity of cd: 
until thc: c-011 bands of the two layers line up. then them 
is no cttange as the CdTe elemon affinity incmucs fmhm, 
sina the Fmni energy pins at the d u c t i o n  band edge. The 
band oflset conmls the spatid extent of the depletion region. 
For X C ~ ~ T ~  < Xcds. the depletion width into the CdTe is 
smaller thhn when X C ~  > X C ~ S .  This can be seen in Agum 2 
and 3. Recombination in rhe depletion region has a saong 
influence on the open circuit voltage. Figure 4 shows the 
recombination rate in the CdTe for the two cares depicted in 
F i w s  2 and 3 at open circuit. Note the hi h level of 
recombination, .od hence a lower open ciradt & for the 
XCdTe>XCdScase. 
Although it is typically thought that recombination at 
the window layer/CdTe will have a major influence on all 
performrmce. the simulations do not substantiate this 
usumption. When CdSKdTe solar cell was modeled with Sd) 
and S-2.0~6 cm/s at the interface, almost no difference in 
performance is predicted. This is due to the fact that band 
bending rlt the hetcroface junction shifts the collecting j d a n  
(LC. the pint  at which the material changes &om p-majority 
carrier ta n-majority carrier) away from the interface into the 
CdTe. This can be easily seen from the energy band diagram of 
Figure 5. Since most of the excess c h e r s  are created in the 
CdTe. they need only to reach the collecting junction before 
they reccnnbine. Thus. the hetanface is effectively screened 
out and OCU pcrformana i s  nearly unaffected. 
Figure 6 shows the effect of CdTe minori '7 c-er mobilitv and back surfire effective recombination ve o iry on 
the sh& circuit cumnr l k  back surfire har little effsct & the 
shon circuit current excem for the hinhest simulattd mbilibs. 
This is b:caure most of h e  carriers -m created with the CdTe 
depletion region and are collected by the drift field This also 
 decrease!^ the sensitivity of the cell to the mob'rlity v h .  The 
shon cin:uit cumnt vuies by only about 10% for mobilities 
rrnging from 10 to 6%) cmZ/V-s. 
SUMMARY 
A plramcm study of rome of the CdTe mrterirl 
parameten har been perf- A rrnge of values f a  tbcac 
pmmetr:rs har been determined which gives redistic 
performance predictions. Mom work is aeeded to fully 
undenmrd the roles of these puametm on cell pafomma 
and ro consrnrt an rcctPaoe model which can be used to make 
ptdaulaace-. 
This work was supported by the Solar Energy 
Research kutituce under SubconPan Numkr XN-0- 10013-1. 
Table 2 Cme Upmipl PMmems 
0.82 
0 3.2 10" 6.5 ld' 0.7 10" 1.3 10" 
Density of effective wucs. Nc 
1. The open drcrdt voltage dcpcn&ncc on the conduc- 
tion band effect i~  density of stam. 
Figwe 2. k g y  band diagram fa %cara = 3.9 eV. 
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Design Considerations for Thin Film CuInSe and 
other Polycrystalline Heterojunction Solar bells 
R J. Schwartz, J. L. Gray and Y. J. Lee 
School of Electrical Engineerfng 
Purdue University 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 
Abstract 
Many thin film heterojunction solar cells contain an in- 
terface between the emitter and base which is a very 
high recombination region and which effectively pre- 
vents the passage of minority carriers. However, by 
utilizing proper design techniques which will be dis- 
cussed here, the problem can be minimized; efficient 
thin film heterojunction solar cells can be fabricated, 
even though they contain high recombination interfac- 
es between the emitter and base regions. Numerical 
calculations of the performance of CdS/CulnSep cells 
are used to illustrate the effects of the design consid- 
erations presented. 
Introduction 
Thin film heterojunction solar cells fabricated by high 
throughput techniques such as evaporation, sputtering 
or chemical vapor deposition have an interface region 
w e e n  the dissimilar materials which can be expect- 
ed to have very high recombination associated with it. 
of thin film cells. ?he vehicle used to illustrate the ef- 
fects of the application of these design principles will 
be the the results of numerical simulations of 
CdS/CuMe, solar cells, since these cells are =on- 
ably mature m both their modeling and fabrication and 
offer experimental verification of the theory presented. 
Materials ' Choice 
Emitter and base materials used in heternjunction solar 
cells an frequently chosen for their band gaps and the 
compatibility of their processing and deposition. In this 
paper we shall s a  that the performance of thin film 
heterojunction solar cells may depend on more than 
the usual parameters of band gap, mobility, and 
lifetime. The electron afFinity differences between the 
base and emitter materials as well as the electron af- 
finity of the transparent conducting emitter contact 
material, can be crucial to efficient cell operation . We 
will show the strong dependence of efficiency upon the 
electron amities of the various materials used in the 
fabrication of the cells. 
In fact, except-in those cases where epitaxial growth of 
lattice matched materials occurs, this interface region ?he three design rules discussed below are applicable 
might reasonably be expected to pass few minority when the interface region between the emitter and base 
carriers. One possible example of such an interface is results in the recombination of minority carriers which 
the region between the CdS emitter and the CulnSe, attempt to traverse this region. 
base of a CIS solar cell. And yet. it is well known thd 
some of the most efficient thin film solar cells have Design Rule 1 
been fabricated using methods which presumably pro- Choose the emitter and base materials and doping 
duce this high recombination layer . so that the base region nearest the emitter is 
Inverted. 
The purpose of this presentation is to discuss design 
comi&mtiom whi& allow the fabridOn of efficient Fig. 1 Shows fh quilibriivm band diagram for a k e s  
thin fh solar cells in spite of the presence of such of CdS/mSe,  solar cells with emitters &@ 
18 "dad" layen. CIS thin flm cells are used as a par- Il k3 and bases doped to N =l 10 
16 
ticular example but the conclusions apply to a variety 43 a 
cm and a range of electron affimity differences be- 
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Position W) 
Fig. 1 Equiliium band diagram for electron aftinity 
differences of O , Z ,  .4 and .5 ev. 
tween the emitter and base materials (AX = 0.0, 0.25, 
0.4, and 0.5 ev). It :is important to note that smng band 
bending in the base, near the emitter-base interface. 
occurs when the electron affinity of the emitter is 
equal to that of tht: base i.e., the electron affmity dif- 
ference, AX, is 0.0 ev. In fact, under this condition the 
base is strongly inverted in this region. As the electron 
affinity of the emitter grows larger than that of the 
base, the strength of the electric field in the inversion 
region falls and the width of the inversion region 
shrinks; eventually, the inversion region disappears 
when AX = 0 5  ev. .This observation of the existence of 
an inversion region is crucial to the design of efficient 
thin frlm solar cdh which may contain high recombi- 
nation layers at the emitter-base interface. 
The reason for the importance of this inversion region 
is seen in Fig. 2, where we have compared the perfor- 
mance of two solar cells. One has a smngly inverted 
layer (AX = 0.0 ev) and thc other has a weakly invert- 
ed layer AX 4 . 4  ev). In the simulation presented here, 
both of these cells contain a layer between thc emitter 
and the base which is a very high recombination 
region. The mcom1,ination is so high, in fact, that mi- 
nority carriers have, a difficult time passing through the 
region without recombining. This is the situation 
which one would e~pect o encounter when the d t t e r  
and base are comlposed of dissimilar materials with 
Flg. 2 I-V characteristics for al ls  with electron 
affinity diffexences of 0.0 and 0.4 tv. 
different lattia constants or when the all growth pro- 
cess is interrupted between the growth of t4c emitter 
and base. 
Note that the cell which is smngly inverted shows a 
classic I-V curve; the weakly inverted cell exhibits a 
rapid drop in cumnt for small positive voltages. Both 
cells must pass their total current through a high re- 
combination region. The strongly-inverted-base cell 
docs this successfully; the weakly-inverted-base cell 
does not. The reason the strongly-inverted-base cell 
successfully collects the current is that a minority car- 
r ia  is "collected" when it moves to a region in which 
it is a majority canier. n u s ,  in the case of the inverted 
base cell, electrons which an generated in the base be- 
yond the inversion region and which move toward the 
emitter to be collected do not have to move all the way 
to the emitter to be collected. They become "collected" 
when thcy reach the inversion region and hence do not 
have to traverse the high recombination layer as mi- 
nority carriers. On the other hand, minority carriers 
gemrated in the emitter must traverse the high re- 
combition region in order to reach the p-type base 
region and become collected. Ilbus, even the strongly- 
inverted-base a l l  of Fig. 2 suffers a loss of the holes 
which an generated in the emitter. 
DESIGN RULE 2 
Minimize the thickness of the emitter. 
Position @I) 
Fig. 3 Hole and electron concentrations in the base, in 
the vicinity of the emitter-base interface, for a 
cell with AX = 0.4 ev.. Cell voltages arc 0.0,O.l 
and 0.19 v. 
Fig. 3 shows the hole and elecmn concentrations in 
the base near the emitter-base interface of the weakly- 
inverted-base cell for biases of 0.0, 0.1. and 0.19 volts. 
The weakly-inverted-base cell docs a reasonable job 
of collecting electrons generated in the base when op- 
erating at 0.0 volts. At 0.0 volts the inversion region 
exists and electrons generated in the base are collected 
without having to traverse the high recombination 
interface. However, as the the cell becomes forward 
biased, the inversion region rapidly becomes thinner 
(Fig. 3, V = 0.1). Once the forward bias is sufficiently 
large that the inversion region disappears (Fig. 3, V = 
0.19) all minority caniers must traverse the high re- 
combination interface region in order to be collected. 
This rapid loss of the inversion region results in the 
dramatic change in the bV curve, shown in Fig. 2, for 
a cell with an electron affinity difference between the 
emitter and base of 0.4 ev. . 
From this example we see that not only must there be 
an inversion region but it must be sustainable over the 
full operating of the cell. 
The computed spectral response for cells with and 
without a high recombination layer and with thick aud 
thin emitters are shown in Fig. 4. Note that for all of 
these cells any holes which are generated in the emitter 
must mverse the interface region before they become 
collected. For the ells with a high recombination lay- 
er between the emitter and base, nearly all of the 
carriers generated in the emitter will recombine More 
they are collected by the base independent of the ex- 
istence of an inversion layer in the base. 
The cell with a relatively thick emitter ( 1.0 p) ex- 
hibits poor spectral response in the blue end of the 
spectrum; many of these photons create holes in the 
emitter which then recombine as they attempt to pass 
through the high recornbition interface. 
If the emitter is sufficiently thin, rtlatively few holes 
arc generated in the emitter and more of the high en- 
ergy photons penetrate to the base where the caniers 
which arc generated can be collected. In Fig. 4, we see 
that reducing the emitter thickness from 1.0 pm to 0.2 
pm in the presence of a high recombination interface 
0.0 l 
340 605 870 1130 1400 
Wavelength (nm) 
Fig. 4 Spectral response for cells with and without a 
high recombination interface and for emitter 
thickntsses of 0.05, 0.2 and 1.0 urn. 
AX = 0.0 ev. 
improves the blue m p o n ~ ~  (as expected). ReZnwi~ 
the high recambination interface i n m  the blue re- 
sponse of a cell with a 0.2 pm even further. A further 
reduction in the thickness of the d m  to 0.05 pm re- 
sults in excellent blue nsponse even in the presence of 
tfre high recombination interface. 4 
It is no accidmt that the highest npoltbd short circuit 
currents and highest efficiencies occur in CIS cells 
which have emitters as thin as 3 to 5 nm. 
Design Rule 3 
Choose a tramparent contact material with high o p  
tical transmission and low electron affinity. 
For very thin anittcrs, the space charge region may 
extend entirely through the emitter. Under these cir- 
cumstances, the field in the space charge region will be 
strongly influenced by the electron flmity of the trans- 
parent contact. The actual field in the emitter will 
depend on the electron af!inity and the location of the 
Fermi level in the contact material. It will become 
nearly independent of the doping in the emitter. In this 
case, the exismlce and strength of the inversion layer 
in the base will be dominated by the electron afiinity 
differences of the contact and the base and location of 
the F e d  level in the contact material. 
For very thin emitter cells, one would like to choose 
contact materials which are transparent over a broad 
spectral range, have high conductivity and low elec- 
tron affinity. 
Summary 
'Ihe design considerations presented herein rationalize 
some of the s o h  cell designs already in use and may 
be applicable to a wide variety of hettrojunction thin 
film solar cells. 
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This appendix contains the user's guide to ADEPTF (ID Fortran version) for IBM 
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ADEPT/F FOR IBM PC REFERENCE GUIDE 
Release Information 
This release is being provided at no charge. Future releases will contain more features and 
more complete documentation. A small fee will be charged for future releases. Please direct 
comments and requests for more information to: 
Jeffery L. Gray 
Associate Professor 
School of Electrical Engineering 
1285 Electrical Enginexzing Building 
Purdue University 
West Layafette, IN 47907-1285 
Phone: (3 17)494-3478 
Fax: (3 17)494-6440 
E-mail: grayj@ecn.purdue.edu 
Installation 
ADEPT/F will run on any IBM compatible with a numeric coprocessor, sufficient 
memory (512K is recommended) and a hard disk. However, for speed of execution, a 386 or 
486 machine is desirable. See the READ.ME file on the distribution disk for installation 
instructions. Be sure to place the following directory in your PATH environment variable 
which is usually set in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file: 
Running ADEPT/F 
ADEFT/F (A Device Emulation Program & TooVFortran) can be invoked by using the 
following command line: 
ADEPTF infile [SPATH] 
The input deck is in infile. A summary of the program execution is placed in the file injle.sum. 
SPATH is an optional parameter which tells the program where to look for spectrum files. 
ADEPT/F first looks in the current directory, and, if the spectrum file is not found, will then 
look in the directory specified by SPATH. (The square brackets indicate that SPATH is 
optional. Do not include them in the specification.) If not specified, SPATH defaults to 
"C:WEPTF\SPECTRUM\". If you use this parameter, do not embed any blanks and do not 
include the double quotes. 
> 
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As mentioned above, a summary of the pmgram execution is placed in a file called 
infile.surn. In addition, ApEPT/F creates a file called injlle.dat which contains information 
about tht: intcmal variab1es)caxricr concentrations, electric fields, recombination, etc.) 
'Ih input file contains a series of 'cards' which may be of the following forms: 
"titlecard anything at all 
The card name and continuation mark (+) must start in column 1. A 'card' can be up to 10 lines 
long. Any line starting with a blank or a $ is ignored. In the second example, assignment 
exprcssic~ns cannot contain any embedded spaces. Assignment expressions must be be 
separatedl by a space, as shown above, or a comma. A sample input file and summary file are 
on the dilstribution disk. 
The following tables describe the options and parameters which can be specified by the 
input file. Although the parameters arc shown as uppercase, ADEPT/F treats uppercase and 
lowem: letters the same. 
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C 
All characters following *TITLE (up to column 80) become 
 pa^ of a comment used to annotate the output. 
SOLVE 
OUTPUT 
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Parameter 
INFO 
STEP 
COPIES 
TYP 
integer 
integer 
integer 
Default 
3 
5 
2 
Description 
level of output 
0 for mimimum 
6 for debugging 
for tables, print values 
every STEP nodes 
# copies of summary info 
MESH 
XRIES I rral 1 0.5 1 min. spatial rrrolution (angstroms) I 
MELAG I integer I 0 I if =O, initial mesh is rrdefined I 
I I I based on nfinement criteria I 
described below 
if = 1, mesh is not redefined 
weighting parameters for mesh 
refinement 
WT(l), p slowly varying 
WT(2), E slowly varying 
WT(3), tendency for uniform mesh 
WT(4), tendency fo same # nodes 
in each LAYER - 
ISMTHO integer 0 It of nodes set aside (per LAYER) 
for smoothing of redefined mesh 
- 
ISMTH1 integer 6 # of nodes set aside (per LAYER) 
for smoothing of initial mesh 
XFTX I real() ( -1. I position(s) at which a node must I 
be placed (angstroms) 
to enable, set XFIX(l)=O.O - 
NNX integer( ) -1 # nodes to be placed between 
fixed node positions (positioning 
of these nodes is still basad on 
redefinement scheme) 
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Parameter 
MBC 
WDFRT 
WDBCK 
SPF 
SNF 
SPB 
SNB 
Default 
1 
0.86 
0.86 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
- 1 .O 
TW 
integer 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
Description 
sets contact boundary conditions 
=1 for charge neutral contacts 
=2, then electrostatic potential 
at contacts set by metal work 
functions and semiconductor 
electron affinity 
$M - XS at front contact (eV) 
-XS at back contact (eV) 
surface recombination velocity 
for holes at x=O (cm/s) 
(=- 1 sets SPF-) 
surface recombination velocity 
for electrons at x=O (cm/s) 
surface recombination velocity 
for holes at x=xm, (cm/s) 
surface recombination velocity 
for electrons at x=xm,, (cm/s) 
7 
Type . I Default 1 Description 1 
I I real I 0.0 1 thickness of AR layer ( a n ~ m m s )  I
I m  I lcal I 0.0 ( thickness of AR layer (microns) ( 
p p p p p p  1 % ~  1 lcal [ 1.0 r in&x of lcfiaction of AR layer ) 
GLOBAL 
This card must appear before any LAYER card. The default 
value for each variable on the LAYER card can be changed 
on this card (except T, the layer thickness). J
All characters following *LAYER (up to column 80) become 
part of a comment u s 4  to annotate the output. It is 
intended to provide additional descriptive information 
about the associated LAYER. 
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- -- - - - - -- 
I 
LAYER 
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NDX 
NV 
NC 
UP 
UN 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
1 .O 
l x l e O  
1x10~' 
1 .O 
1 .O 
index of refraction 
valence band effective 
&nsity of states (cmm3) 
conduction band effective 
&nsity of states ( ~ m ' - ~ )  
hole mobility (cm2/V-s) 
electron mobility (cm2/V-s) 
LAYER (continued) 
Pantmeter I Type I Default IDercription I 
- 
NA real 
NAI, real 
NAK real 
- 
NA.SIG real 
I - 
GA real 
LINEAR ( doping pmfile type 
(only option at present) 
acceptor dopant density (mi3) 
standard deviation (in eV) of 
gaussian distribution of acceptors 
acceptor degeneracy factor 
EAA real 0.0 acceptor energy level 
EAAL (eV above Ev) 
EAAR 
- 
XN A real 0.0 (see notes) (angstroms) 
PRC1F.M) char LINEAR doping profile type 
(only option at present) - 
ND real 0.0 donor dopant density 
NDL, real 
NDFL real - 
ND.:SIG real 0.0 standard deviation (in eV) of 
gaussian distribution of donors 
GD real 1 .O donor degeneracy factor - 
EAC, real 0.0 donor energy level 
EADlL (eV below Ec) 
EADR 
XNC, real 0.0 (see notes) (angstroms) 
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LAYER (continued) 
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parameter 
KTA.T 
KTD.T 
GAMAX.T 
GDMAX.T 
EAC0RN.T 
EDC0RN.T 
CAP.T 
CAN.T 
Cl3P.T 
CDN.T 
b e  .
xeal 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
Default 
.001 
.001 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
l x l ~ - ' ~  
l x l ~ - ' ~  
l x l ~ - ' ~  
l ~ l o - ' ~  
Dtscription 
characteristic energy of conduction 
band tail (eV) 
characteristic energy of valence 
band tail (eV) 
density of states of conduction 
band tail at Ec (~m-~-eV- ')  
(-1. sets GAMAX.T = NC/(leV)) 
(states assumed to be acceptor-like) 
density of states of valence 
band tail at EV (~rn-~-eV-') 
(- 1. sets GDMAX.T = NV/(leV)) 
(states assumed to be donor-like) 
energy below Ec at which 
conduction band tail begins (eV) 
energy above Ev at which 
valence band tail begins (eV) 
capture cross-section for holes in 
the conduction band tail (cm2) 
capture cross-section for electrons 
in the conduction band tail (cm2) 
capture cross-section for holes in 
the valence band tail (cm2) 
capture mss-section for electrons 
in the valence band tail (cm2) 
LAYER (continued) 
C 
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LAYER (continued) 
Parameter 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
logical I FALSE 
real 
real 
logical FALSE 
real 
real 
real(@ 
Description 
optical bandgap (eV) 
(- 1 sets EG.OPT = EG) 
parameters used in optical 
absorpion calculation 
(see notes) 
if TRUE, absorption tail included 
parameters used in absorption 
tail calculation (see notes) 
if TRUE, phonon assisted absorption 
included 
phonon assisted absorption 
parameters (see notes) 
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GENREC 
- 
CONC 
ANGLE ( d I 0.0 
- 
SHADOW 
GFLAG 
Description 
selects recombination 
mechanisms 
SHR - single level trap 
D - D-levels 
T - band tails 
real 
sets generation rate 
options- 
DARK 
UNIFORM 
MONO (monochromatic) 
AMIPSG, etc. (see notes) 
1 .O 
real 
integer 
wavelength for GEN-MONO (p) 
incident flux rq (A/&) 
(GEN=MONO,UNIFORM, or spectral 
nsponsc (SR) option) 
0.0 
0 
multiplication factor for 
illumination intensity 
relative shadowing factor 
4, simple method 
=I, simple method with dispersion 
=2, multilayer calculation 
(see notes) 
for GFLAG4, angle of incidence 
- - 
for GFLAGSO or = 1 , relative back 
surface nflcctance 
for GFLAGrO or = 1, relative internal 
front surface reflectance 
4 4 
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Parameter 
GFAmOR 
VSTART 
DVSMALL 
DVBIG 
VSMALL 
RSERIES 
RSHUNT 
Default 
10 
0.0 
0.03 
0.10 
100. 
0.0 
1x105' 
T y ~ e  
integer 
rcal 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
Description 
loaFAm is the initial gereration 
rate factor for stepping up the intensity 
start voltage (V) 
smallest voltage increment (V) 
largest voltage inc~lcment (V) 
voltage at which DVBIG becomes DVSMALL 
external series resistance (R-cm2) 
extemal shunt resistance (R-cm2) 
Type Default I Description I 
applied voluge(V) I 
0.0 dark cumnt at V=VA (Ncrn2) 
(JA(VA) > 0 if VA > 0) 
wavelength (pm) 
defaults to WL=.34/.36/.38/.40/.44 
/.46/.48/.50/.52r.54/.56/.58/.60 
/.6Y .64/.66/. 68/.72/.76 
- 
Pm~etcr Type 
XMIN I 
Description 
incident flux x q  (A/cmZ) I 
applied voltage (V) 1 
start position for impulse 
response W) 
stop position for impulse 
response (pm) 
(defaults to device length) 
step size for impulse generation (pm) 
(defaults to 50 steps) 
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NOTES 
Absorption Model 
The absorption coefficient, a@), is given by 
a = BO.OPT + B 1.0PTh- + B2mi* (E-EG.oPT)'.' + 
where E is the photon energy in Ev, EG.OPT is the optical bandgap as &fined on the LAYER 
card, and BO.OFT, Bl.OPT, B2.OPT, B3.0PT1 and B4.0PT are coefficients such that a is in 
cm-' . 
Typical Stoichiometric CuInSe2 Layer Parameters 
layer m=? eg=1.02 ks=13.5 ndx=3.67 nc=6.6e17 nv=1.5e19 
+ up=5. un=50. taup.shr4.4e-9 taun.shr-4.4e-9 et.shr=O.O 
+ na=l.e16 eaa=-1.0 
+ eg.opt=0.97 eg2.opt=l.l0 eg3.opt=2.10 
+ a1 .opt=5.26963 1e+04 a2.opt=l. 150928ei-05 a3.opt4.5 18493ei-05 
+ ph.opt=true epl .opt4.03 1 ep2.opt4.019 
+ alf.opt=5 1361'42011 505/10271873/742 
Typical Cu-Poor CuInSe2 Layer Parameters (Cu/In/Se = 22.0126.8/51.2) 
layer tm=? eg=1.02 ks=13.5 ndx=3.67 nc=6.6e17 nv=1.5e19 
+ up=5. un=50. taup.shr-4.4e-9 taun.shr-4.4e-9 et.shrd.0 
+ na=? eaa=- 1.0 
+ eg.opt= 1.0 eg2.opt= 1.105 eg3.opt4.0 
+ al.opt=5.200364e+04 a2.0pt=l.O14005e+05 a3.opt=0.0 
+ ph.opt=true epl .opt=O.03 1 ep2.optd.019 
+ alf.opt=4228/1733/128~.010.0~.0 
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Typical In-Poor CuInSe2 Layer Parameters (Culln/Se = 25.7/23.9/50.4) 
layer tm=? eg==l.02 ks= h.5 ndx.3.67 nc4.6c17 nv=l.Scl9 
+ up=5. un=50. taup.shr-4.4e-9 taun.shr4.4~-9 et.shr0.0 
+ na=?caa=-1.0 
+ eg.opM.96 eg2.opt=1.14 eg3.apt4.0 
+ a1 .opt=5.le4 d.opt=8.397e4 a3.optr0.0 
+ ph .opt=true epl .opt=0.03 1 ep2.opt4.019 
+ ali'.opt=6547/5 190/4621/3882/3579/3 1 85 
Plotting of Internal Parameters 
Plotting is not supporttcd with this release. However, T,ADEPTF.EXE (located in the 
C:\ADEPTJ3BIN\ subdirectory) can extract data files containing the &sired plot data. ?hese 
files, consisting of columnar data, can be imported into commercially available plotting pack- 
ages and spreadsheet programs. to run T-AD-, type 
T-ADEPTF is menu driven. A list of internal parameters available far extraction are given in 
the following table. 
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PLOTS 
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Plot 
excess 
logxcess 
carrier 
logcar 
potent 
delpot 
dember 
resist 
recrate 
recomb 1 
recomb2 
current 
efield 1 
efield2 
rho 
rhwrhog 
rhotd 
logrhotd 
rhogap 
doping 
eband 
genrate 
loggen 
mshspace 
mshspac 1 
mshspac2 
i-v 
iv 
sr 
d- states 
t-states 
Description 
excess carrier concentration 
log of excess carrier concentration 
canier concentration 
log of carrier concentration 
electrostatic potential 
change from equilibrium of the electrostatic potential 
dember potential difference 
resistive potential difference 
recombination rate 
recombination rate (tail & d-level components) 
recombination rate (b-b and Auger components) 
current density 
electric field 
electric field 
total charge density 
total and gap charge densities 
tail and dangling bond charge densities 
log of the above 
gap charge density 
doping density 
energy band diagram 
generation rate 
log of generation rate 
mesh 
mesh 
mesh 
current-voltage (xmin, xmax ignored) 
current-voltage (xmin, xmax ignored) 
spectral response (xmin, xrnax ignored) 
d-states vs. energy at xmin, xmax is min. density 
t-states vs. energy at xmin, xmax is min. density 

